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Latency/Bandwidth Hierarchy



A deep and continuous spectrum
Bandwidth-increasing technologies not depending
on process shrink
registers
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volatile
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L2
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3Ds tacked DRAM main mem (0.2～0.1 B/F)
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Desired Programming Model Supports for
Future Hardware


Hierarchical algorithms (vs. flat SPMD)






To access memory along memory hierarchy (blocking)
To extract parallelism and exploit locality along time axis
(parallel-in-time, temporal blocking)

Transparent data accesses (vs. hybrid program)


Latency within a board and latency to the next node differ only
a few times






Cf. latency to L1 and latency within a board are two orders of
magnitude difference

Difference betwen“intra-node”and “inter-node”is no
longer especially significant

Latency hiding



Latency within a board is already too long to waste
High-bandwidth memory and networks can support increased
traffic

Basic Approach:
Global Task Parallelism and Global Address Space


Global task parallelism





build programs with many fine grain tasks
the system automatically load-balances tasks

Global address space (GAS)


a single data structure can span across nodes

Task parallel and GAS: benefits and challenges


Benefit: easy to program





Load/data distribution done by the system
One can reason about program correctness from a
global view point

Benefit: (potential) high performance


Naturally support nested/recursive parallelism







blocking for deep mem/comm hierarchies
parallelism involving time-axis

Hide latencies by task switching

(unsolved) challenges:


Fundamental difficulties in making automatic load/data
distribution efficiently enough

Our Proposals


Theme 1:




Theme 2:




Global task parallel/address space models utilizing
Optical Circuit Switching (OCS)
Latency hiding algorithms for task parallel programs:
controlled context switching

Theme 3:


Fault tolerant task parallel systems utilizing NVRAM: local
and fine-grain checkpointing algorithms

Theme 1: Global task parallel/address
space utilizing Optical Circuit Switching

Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) Network


Strengths:


High bandwidth




Low power




Does not need E-O-E conversion

Weaknesses



Communication degree is limited; need a circuit setup
(reconfiguration) to talk to manynodes
A reconfiguration takes some time




Dozens Tbps via Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)

Dozens ms  2D MEMS Wavelength Selection Switching
(WSS) 10s [Farrington et al. 2013]

need an efficient circuit management by software

OCS and its application to computing toady



Feasibility study of OCS for HPC [Barker et al. 2006]
Fast reconfigurable OCS [Farrington et al. 2013]




Managing fast reconfiguring OCS and [Rodrigues et al.
2015]






Demonstrate 11.5s reconfiguration time with 2D MEMS WSS

Propose pseudo round-robin switching between topologies
Evaluate with KV store and MPI apps

A 10240 hosts testbed [Christodoulopoulos et al. 2014]
Our past work: OCS-enabled MPI [Takizawa et al. 2008]

[Rodrigues et al. 2015]

[Christodoulopoulos et al. 2014]

Proposed agenda in global task parallelism
and GAS utilizing OCS networks


Challenges:





Clues:




Automatic load distribution tends to have random
communication patterns
How to cope with the limited communication degree?

The communication is induced by load and data
balancing decided by the system

 can we develop a load-balancing algorithm that
generates OCS-friendly communication patterns?

Optimizing data processing systems
with OCS networks


Data processing frameworks utilizing
optical paths






Reconfigure optical routes depending on traffic
volumes
Automate latency hiding/reduction for
reconfiguration

Implement in MapReduce and other data
processing models
Apply to In-situ visualization, genome,
data assimilation in HPC

Hybrid network architecture

• EPS for latency sensitive
communication and disk
IO
• OCS for bulk large
transfer

Performance profiling for task parallel/GAS
Data dependence analysis by Exana analysis tool
Extract data dependence through memory
among loop iterations and functions

Discover regions that can be executed
independently or in a pipelined manner

legend:
Solid edges: Control flow

Dashed edges:

children: nested regions
data dependencies
siblings: independent regions Dashed edges:

Oval nodes: Loops
intra-node dependencies
Rectangular nodes: Procedure calls

Evolve to performance analysis tool for
PGAS programs
1) Capture data accesses to various
hierarchy levels (caches, local memory,
remote memory, other nodes)
2) Analyze how tasks access data
3) Analyze/predict performance under
various task/data mapping schemes
Dependencies of hmmer (protein homology
search based on HMM )

Classifying access patterns
Four base patterns

More complex access sequences are described
as compound patterns
R4@4006ab = {
Base pattern
+offset+

Example
SeqStr Access:

・・
・

R4@4005ac = SeqStr:[4x3](_8_[4x3])*2

+offset+

Base pattern
Base pattern

}

Four access patterns currently identified by Exana
Currently, Exana automatically inserts prefetching for nearsequential access patterns

Extend it to PGAS programs for communication aggregation and prefetching
1) Extend to accommodate communication among tasks
2) Cooperate with performance models and simulaters

Theme 2: Latency hiding algorithms for task
parallel programs : controlled context switching

Task parallel systems today (intra-node)
Languages and libraries for shared memory programming




Recent efforts in HPC contexts




Cilk, TBB, OpenMP task, …
Qthreads, Argobots (ANL), Plasma/Quark (Tennessee), ParalleX
(Indiana), Open Common Runtime, Legion (Stanford), …

Our work MassiveThreads:
Latency of common ops
Dual Broadwell E5-2699 2.3GHz (unit: cycles)
Operation

latency
(local)

Create

38

Join (fall
through)

24

Intra-core
(across hwt)

Intra-socket
(across core)

Across
socket

Task creation/join throughput
700
Throughput (M
create+join/sec)
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Proposed agenda in Latency hiding and task
parallelism


Challenges


Uncontrolled context switches may
backfire





Tools in our disposal





increase working sets
Screw up access patterns

Hardware threads
(oversubscription)
Software switch (already < intraboard memory latency)

thread swtich by
hardware

1 ns
10 ns

Task switch by
software

Intra core

100 ns Intra chip
Intra board
1 s
10 s

 Can we design an algorithm
that decides, based on predicted
cost/benefits, whether to sit idle
or switch, and how (HW or SW)?

100 s
1 ms

10 ms
遅延

Intra rack
Across racks

Theme 3:fault tolerant task parallel systems
utilizing NVRAM : local and fine-grain
checkpointing algorithms

Fault tolerant task parallel systems today


Basic approach : obviates the
need for globally consistent
snapshots




The exact order of task execution
is irrelevant

State of the art




Retry failed tasks [Mehmet et al.
14]
Only for transient errors
Unclear how to deal with sideeffects on shared states

Proposed agenda




A truly crash tolerant algorithm
supporting side-effects to shared
states
What if each task is executed like
a transaction?






Execute(task) {
Execute a task (induce side effects)
Remove predecessor tasks if no
more tasks depend on it
}

Can we utilize NVRAM to make it
efficient?

Summary


Proposed three research agendas aligned to
bandwidth-enhancing technologies to come,
without relying on process shrink





OCS-friendly load balancing for tasks
Carefully controlled latency hiding
NVRAM for Fine grain checkpointing of tasks

共同研究


国内






産総研 工藤 OCSネットワークアーキテクチャ
アルゴ・アプリ: アプリ班でターゲットとなるもの
東工大 横田理央 ExaFMM

国外




Cray Chapel (Brad Chamberlain)
User Level Threads 標準化WG (Pavan Balaji et al.)
Locality aware task scheduler (Miquel Pericas)

田浦グループ提案
Holy Grail： 高性能な大域負荷分散・大域アドレス空間


光サーキットスイッチ(OCS)の効率的利用




HW/SWを組み合わせた包括的遅延隠蔽






チャレンジ: 通信次数が限られたOCSに
friendlyな動的負荷分散・データアクセスの
ルーティングアルゴリズム
チャレンジ: HWTのoversubscription, SWタ
スク切り替えの是非を性能に基づき正しく決
定するアルゴリズム

共通基盤技術としてのタスク並列・大域ア
ドレス空間プログラムのメモリアクセスト
レーサ, 性能シミュレータ
NVRAMを活用した耐故障タスク並列処理

